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Yuko NAKAMURA
Yuko NAKAMURA ‘s practice specializes in M&A and general corporate
cases.
Yuko has been engaged in legal due diligence and drafting/negotiation on
related contracts in M&A deals as well as structuring, analysis and drafting
of corporate documents in organizational restructuring.
She has also handled wide range of general cooperate matters from
compliance program, regulatory, commercial transactions, litigation and
labor and employment issues.
Her clients cover a variety of industry, including manufacturing, investment
fund, broadcasting organization, publishing companies, railway companies,
retail stores and shopping mall.
She recently focuses on labor and employment cases as well.

Her cases include the followings:
➢ Advised a major listed manufacturing company on incorporation with
joint company-split structure and drafted contracts and corporate
documents in a business alliance deal;
➢ Supported an investment fund on several transactions and drafted a
shareholder agreement and related contracts;
➢ Advised a major Japanese railway company on the construction and
operation of new railway facilities in a foreign country, supported
negotiation and drafted shareholder agreement etc. in English
regarding joint operation by multinational parties;
➢ Advised a bankrupt company under the court procedure of the Civil
Rehabilitation Act, supported negotiation with potential investors and
drafted related contracts and corporate documents;
➢ Advised a broadcasting organization in building a guideline and
standard contracts regarding business transactions between affiliate
companies, and
➢ Represented many litigations on behalf of corporate clients, including a
copyright infringement case on a literary work, a defamation case on
broadcasting program, patent cases on electronic game equipment.
She also engaged in medical malpractice lawsuits on behalf of medical
institutions.

E-mail:nakamura@k-i.jp
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Education
LL.M. Harvard Law School (2002)
LL.B., Keio University (1994)
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